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ABSTRACT 
Among the projectivities S of the (m - l)-dimensional left-projective matrix space 
P,,_,(M,(C)), we characterize those which map the unit ball A onto itself. If the 
matrices 9 corresponding to S are of the form 9 = ST, where 7 is a #unitary 
matrix and s # 0 is an arbitrary complex number, then S maps A onto itself and 
keeps the hyperbolic distance invariant. Conversely, if the projectivity S maps A onto 
itself, then the corresponding matrices are of the above form. For the real scalar case 
Pm_ ,(R) these results reduce to known facts of ordinary (m - l)-dimensional projec- 
tive geometry. 
INTRODUCTION 
The left-projective line over the complex n X n matrices Pt( M,( C)) was 
introduced in [lo], and the hyperbolic metric of the unit ball A of this space 
was studied. The non-Euclidean motions, i.e. the projectivities of P,(M,(C)) 
which map A onto itself and keep the hyperbolic distance invariant, were 
given. In a recent paper [I23 the (m - 0-d imensional left-projective space 
I’,_ ,(M,(C)), its unit ball A, and the corresponding hyperbolic metric were 
considered. The present paper is a continuation of [12], and we characterize 
here the projectivities of the space which map A onto itself. These projectivi- 
ties also keep the hyperbolic distance invariant, so the name non-Euclidean 
motions is justified. 
Note that each point P of P,,,_,(M,(C)) corresponds to an n-dimensional 
subspace of the mn-dimensional complex vector space. The rows of any 
matrix L@ corresponding to the point P form a basis of this given n-dimen- 
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sional subspace. P,_ i(M,(C)) corresponds thus to the Grassmannian 
G(m,mn). See [ll, p. 3341. 
We shall try to keep this paper reasonably self-contained; however, to 
avoid tedious repetitions, we assume some familiarity with [I2]. We use our 
previous notation. Capital italic letters denote complex n X n matrices [but 
P,’ and Pi of Equation (1.7) below are of larger size]; all other complex 
matrices are denoted by capital script letters. We use Z and 0 for unit and 
zero matrices of any size. ](A]1 is the spectral norm of A = (uik);, A* is the 
conjugate transpose of A, and IA] is its determinant. Section 1 is preparatory, 
the main result is proved in Section 2, and the last section contains two short 
remarks. 
1. THE UNIT BALL, /-UNITARY MATRICES, AND THE 
HYPERBOLIC DISTANCE 
The unit ball A of P,_,(M,(C)) is the set of all points P =f(Sl, 9 = 
(P1 *.* P,,), such that for any 9 E f-‘[PI 
m-l 
H(9) = P,P,* - c PiPi* > 0, 
i=l 
(1.1) 
i.e., H(S) is positive definite. For every P E A we can always find 9 E 
f-‘[PI such that H(9) = I. We define 
J={~:L@=(P, ... Pm), H(T)=Z}, (1.2) 
and we thus have 
(1.3) 
[12, p. 2771. 
In the present paper fl is always an mn X mn diagonal matrix whose 
first (m - 1)n diagonal entries are + 1 and last tr are - 1. So x may be 
written in quasidiagonal block form as 
>=(I )...) z,-I}, (1.4) 
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where Z = (aik);. An mn X mn matrix F is called #unitary if 
Clearly, the last block row of any #unitary matrix F belongs to the set J. 
We shall use the following converse assertion. 
LEMMA 1. Every n X mn matrix 9 = ( p, . . . P,,,) belonging to ] can be 
completed to an #unitary mn x mn matrix 
(1.6) 
Here 9 is of dimension (mn - n> X mn. 
Proof. This lemma was proved for m = 2, i.e. for the projective line 
P,(M,(C)), in [lo, Theorem 4.3(a)]. This case and the embedding of P = 
P,,,_ &U,(C)) into P’ = P,(M,, _,(C)) [ll, 121 yield the result for m > 2. 
Indeed, using the given n X mn matrix 9 = (P, . . . P,) E J, we define two 
(mn - n> X (mn - n) matrices Pi and Pi by 
AS peps”- PiPi*= I,,,_,, we can complete (Pi Pl> upwards to a x’- 
unitary matrix F of size 2(mn - n> X 2(mn - n). Here /’ is a diagonal 
matrix of this size, of which the first half of the diagonal entries are + 1 and 
the second half - 1. In quasidiagonal 
F=Vt 
We write F’ in block form 
form, and using (1.41, we have 
- zctn-2)” 1. ( 1.4’) 
9-f= (f- z,m:,.) (1.8) 
Here Y is given by (1.6), and 9 is of size mn X(m -2)n. Equations (1.4’) 
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and (1.8) yield 
As this matrix equals y = (#, - Zn(m_-2J, we obtain 9 = 0, and hence 
r/Y* = /, and we have thus completed the proof. n 
This lemma can also be proved for spaces P,,, _ ,(M,(C)) of all dimensions 
m, m > 2, by the use of some basic properties of indefinite scalar products in 
Cm” [4, pp. 12-141. F or more on these products and many other highly 
interesting topics see the recent lecture notes [6]. 
For any pair of n x mn matrices 9 = (P, * * . Pm) and 4 = 
(Q, -** Q,) we defined [12] 
m-l 
H(&%))=-9/9*=&Q;-- c PiQ;. 
i=l 
(1.9) 
Let P and Q be points in the unit ball A, 9 of-‘[PI, 9 of-‘[Q], 
.9,9 E J. The nonnegative function 
p(P,Q) =)1H(~,4)H(9,9)*-Z111’2 (1.10) 
depends only on P and Q and may take all nonnegative values. The 
hyperbolic distance E”(P, Q), P, Q E A, is defined by 
E,(P,Q) = arcsinh p(P,Q>. (1.11) 
Finally we remark that the projective mappings of P,_ ,(M,(C)) onto itself 
are defined in [ll, p. 3241. 
The next assertion was previously proved for the projective line 
[lo, Proposition 4.91. 
THEOREM 1. Let the projectivity S of P,,_ ,(M,(C)) be such that the 
corresponding mn X mn matrices 9 are of the form 
S=s9-, (1.12) 
where ~7 is a #unitary matrix and s # 0 is an arbitrary complex number. 
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Then this projectivity maps A onto itself and keeps the hyperbolic distance 
invariant. 
Proof. As Y satisfies (1.5) we obtain 
It follows that H(S) = H(9,9) = H(SF). Hence, for any 9 E J also 
97 E J, and this means that S(A), the map of A under the projectivity S, 
satisfies S(A) c A. As, together with Y, also Y-’ is gunitary, S maps the 
unit ball onto itself. The invariance of p(P, Q), and hence of E,(P, Q), follows 
immediately from (1.13). n 
We again call these projectivities, given by matrices of the form 9 = SF, 
YgY* = x, s # 0, non-Euclidean motions. The next theorem will show 
that every projectivity which maps the unit ball onto itself is such a motion. 
As the #unitary matrices form a group, so do these non-Euclidean motions. 
This group is transitive: for every given pair of points P and Q in A there 
exist non-Euclidean motions S such that S(P) = Q. Note that even in the 
simplest case, i.e. for the unit disk ]z] < 1, the non-Euc!idean motions 
satisfying f(n,) = zs (for a given pair of points in 1.~1 < 1) depend on a real 
parameter. 
A domain with a transitive group of automorphisms is called homoge- 
neous, and A is thus a homogeneous domain. Much is lmown about such 
domains. For example, P,(M,(C)) . 1s in one-to-one correspondence with 
Siegel’s upper half plane [5, pp. 398-3991. 
2. MAPPINGS OF THE UNIT BALL ONTO ITSELF 
The main result of this paper is the following converse of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If the projectivity S maps the unit ball A of P,,_ ,(M,(C)) 
onto itself, then S is a non-Euclidean motion; i.e., the corresponding matrices 
9 are of the form 
9 = SF, y/.7* = /, s # 0. (2.1) 
For generalizations of the special case m = 2 of this theorem see 
[3, p. 160; 8; 9, Theorem 8, after a suitable change of coordinates]. 
For the projective line Pi( M,( C)) this result was proved in [ 10, Theorem 
4.141. However, there it was also assumed that S is an isometry, i.e. keeps 
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thh e yperbolic distance invariant. This additional assumption is superfluous; 
we prove here that the projectivities of A onto itself are non-Euclidean 
motions, and it thus follows, by Theorem 1, that they are isometries. 
Proof. 
(1) Let S be the given projectivity of P,,,_#$,(C)) mapping A onto 
itself, and let 4 be a corresponding mn X mn matrix, 141~ 0. Let 
;6 
* * * S,) be the last block row of 9. The map S(0) of the origin 0 = 
. * . 0 I) is given by S(0) = f(S, . * * S,). As S(O) E A, it follows that 
there exists an invertible n X n matrix D such that (S, * * * S,) = 
D(P, *** PJ and (P, . . . P,) E J. Using Lemma 1, we complete (P, * * . 
P,) to a #unitary matrix Fr: 
(2.2) 
By Theorem 1 the corresponding non-Euclidean motion T, maps A onto 
itself. The same holds true for the inverse motion T,’ and thus also for the 
projectivity S,, which corresponds to the matrix 
s, = SF;‘. (2.3) 
and (0 . . . 0 z>s, =(O .*. 0 II). Hence S, is of Moreover, S,(O) = 0 
the form 
Icdl#O, JDI#O. (2.4) 
Here &Z is of size (m - l>n X(m - l>n and 8 is of size (m - 1)n X n. 
(2) Using the singular value decomposition [7, p. 4141 for the invertible 
matrices GZ and D, we obtain 
Ql%p = qq* = I,,_,, u, u,* = v,v,* = I,, 
-fl= {~l,...>Zrn”_J, L,={Z;,...,Z;}, 
Zi>O, i=l,..., mn-n, ZJ>O, j=l,..., n. (2.5) 
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The mn X mn matrices {9p, U,*) and {T *, V,*l are #unitary. It follows by 
Theorem 1 that, together with 4,, also the matrix 
A=(: &)4( %* ;*)=($ ;;) (2.6) 
maps A onto itself. Note that 
We define 
CT1 = 9~cv2*. (2.6’) 
s, = J&/4’/> (2.7) 
and this matrix too maps A onto A. (In using <‘, we rely on the 
assumption that our projectivities map A onto itself.) S, is of the form 
(2.8) 
We use again the singular value decomposition, this time for the (mn - n> X n 
matrix 82: 
&2 = %“4?V, 9%*=z,,_,, w*=z,. (2.9) 
The (mn - n) X n matrix JZ has nonnegative “diagonal” elements mii > 0, 
i=l , . . . , n; all other elements vanish. We set 
(3) K again maps A onto A. We show that this implies k = 0. Let Eik, 
i, k = 1,. . . , n, be the n x n matrix having 1 in the i, k spot and all other 
elements equal to 0. For fixed i, i = 1,. . . , n, and t, t > 0, set 
(PLt,i) *** P,(t,i)) 
= -tEii 0 --- 0 Z+[(t’+l)“‘-l]Eii) 
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This matrix .9(t, i) is in J, and the corresponding point P(t, i) is thus in A. 
Its image under K is given by 
- tEii 0 +* * 0 Z+[(t2+1)1’z-1-tmii]Eii). 
Let us denote this matrix by 9 = (F1 * * * ?,J, where 
P,={O )...) --t ,...) 01, p2 = . . . = &_I= 0, 
&=(l,..., (tz+1)1’2-t?nii ,..., 1) 
To assure that K(P(t, i)) = f( P, . . . pm) lies in A we need that 
P,P, -P,P, = l)...) (t2+l)1’2-tmii]2-t2 )...) l}>O. -* - -* 
1 [ 
So we have to show that 
(2.11) 
holds for the given mii >, 0 and all t > 0. But if mii > 0 this inequality cannot 
hold for all positive t. Hence m,, = 0, i = 1,. . . , n; that is, L = 0, and (2.10) 
yields S, = I,,. This and (2.8) imply &1 = 0. By (2.6) S2 is thus a positive 
diagonal matrix. 
(4) We show now that if the positive diagonal matrix 
li>O, i=l,..., mn-n, l;>O, j=l,..., 72, (2.12) 
maps A onto itself, then 
4 = II,, , l>O. (2.13) 
Wechoose j, k, r,and t suchthat j,k=l,..., n, r=O ,..., m-2,and t>O, 
and we set i=m+k. Define @t,j,k)=(P, *** P,) by P,.+l=tEjk, 
P = z +[(t2 + 1)‘12 - l]Ejj, and all other blocks of 9(&j, k) vanish. Then 
P”C - pr+KL 
(p”, . . . 
= I, i.e. P(t, j, k) E A. Set (P, * * * P,,,)/, = 
P,); then p,.+l= ZitEjk, Frn = L, + ZJ(t2 + 1)“’ - l]E,, and all 
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other blocks of (Pi - + * pm) vanish. To obtain @,,,p,* - @r+l@r$, > 0, i.e. to 
ensure that S,(P(t,j, k)) E A, th e inequality (t2 + 1)ZJ2 > t”Zz has to hold. 
Sending t to +w, we obtain 
1; 2 li (2.14) 
for all i = 1,. . . , mn - n and j = 1,. . . , n. Considering the inverse projectivity 
SF’, it follows that the inequality signs in (2.14) have to be reversed, and 
(2.13) follows. (2.6) and (2.3) imply that J, and finally 4 are #unitary 
matrices multiplied by a positive scalar. This completes the proof. n 
Note also that 9 = s.Y and s = ]s]eie imply 9= Js](e@Y) and that Y 
and eieY are simultaneously #unitary. The last part of Equation (2.0, i.e., 
“s z 0,” could thus have been replaced, from the beginning, by “s > 0.” 
3. REMARKS 
In [lo, 121 and the present paper we have tried to generalize elementary 
results, on non-Euclidean distance and motions in ]z( < 1, from Z’,(C) to 
Z’,_ @Z,(C)). Our results reduce to known facts also in the real scalar case, 
i.e. for P,_,(R).As usual, we identify the points x=f(rl,...,x,)of Z’,_,(R) 
with the straight lines through the origin of R” (cf [12]). The unit ball A of 
Z’,_ i( R) becomes the set of all lines lying in the cone K of R”: 
i 
m-1 
K= x:x=(x1 *** XJ, c x$x,2, . 
i=l 1 
To obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the points x in A and points 
r =(x1,..., x,) in K we consider the set 
Q=(x:x=(xl,..., rJ>9(x,X)=1,Xm>l}, 
where 9(x,x) = X; - Cyrllx?. Q is the upper sheet of a hyperboloid of two 
sheets lying in K. The metric of this hyperboloid model is constructed in the 
usual way from the line element ds2 = dr 1” + * . * + dx: _ 1 - dxi. (Cf. [2, p. 
491 and also [lo, Theorem 4.181.) 
The group of projective maps of P,_,(R) is isomorphic to the quotient 
groups GL(m, RI/R*. Let O+(m - 1,l) be the subgroup of GL(m, R) 
consisting of all real matrices Y= (tik);l satisfying r#Yt = ,/, x = 
{Zm_-l, - l), for which t,, > 0. Each T of O+(m - 1,l) maps Q onto itself 
and is an isomety fw this hyperboloid model [2, Theorem 3.7.61. For P,(R) 
we have Q = ((x, y): y2 - x2 = 1, y > l]. The group O+(l, 1) ofnon-Euclidean 
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motions consists of the one-parameter family of matrices 
L (cz+1)1’2 C c 1 (C2+l)1’2 ’ 
with real c and (c2 + 1)“2 > 0. The hyperbolic distance E,(P,,P,) between 
the points P, = (x,, yl) and P, =(x,, ys) on Q is given by E,(P,,P,) = 
(log[(x, + Y,)/(x, + yr)]l. Let 1 be the straight line determined by the points 
PI and Ps of Q, and let Pa and P4 be the intersection of 1 with the 
asymptotes y = f x to Q. Then 
E&J’,) =$IhdP&J’,&)I~ (3.1) 
where (P,,P,,P,,P,> is the cross ratio of the two point pairs P,,P, and P3,P4. 
The formula (3.1) holds also in the higher-dimensional case P, _ r(R), where 
now P3 and P4 are the intersections of 2 with the light cone 4(x, x) = 0 [l, p. 
381. 
Our second remark deals with the relation between the higher-dimen- 
sional case, m > 2, of Theorem 2 and the corresponding result for the 
projective line. For a given point P = f(P, * * * Z’,) of P = P,,- #V,,(C)) we 
consider the point P’ = h(P) in P’ = P,(M,,_,(C)) given by the (mn - n)X 
2(mn - n) matrix (Pi Pi), where Pi and Pi are defined by Equation (1.7) 
(cf. [ll, 121). Under this embedding (of P into P’), MA) C A’, where A’ is 
the unit ball of P’. Clearly h(A) is a small subset of A’. Let now T be a 
projectivity of P = P,,,_,(M,(C)) such that 
T(A) = A, (3.2) 
and let Y be a corresponding matrix. Define the projectivity T’ of P’= 
P,(M,,_,(C)) by the 2( mn - fl)X2(mn - n) matrix 
(3.3) 
It follows by [ll, Theorem 1.41 that T’(h(A)) = h(T(A)). This and (3.2) give 
T’(h(A)) =/r(A). (3.4) 
The question arises whether this projectivity T’ of P’ maps also the full 
unit ball A’ onto itself, i.e., whether 
T’( A’) = A’. (3.5) 
By Theorem 2, Equation (3.2) implies that we can choose Y such that 
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Y/F* = /. Equation (3.3) now yields F/.7’* = #‘, where / is 
given by (1.4’). It follows by Theorem 1, applied to the projective line P’, 
that (3.5) holds true. On the other hand, if we could prove directly that for 
each matrix F of the form (3.3) the equality (3.4) implies the equality (3.51, 
then the validity of the assertion of Theorem 2 for the projective line, i.e. 
here for P’ = P,(M,,_,(C)), would imply its validity for the higher-dimen- 
sional space P = P,,_ J&f,(C)). 
The authors wish to thank the referee fw his useful remarks. 
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